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Diversity of objects 

Diversity of instrument hosts

Diversity of instruments

The goals of this project are 

To develop a method for interfacing a PDS4 registry-based 
data service to the IVOA VESPA project portal.

To deploy a prototype EuroPlaNet-Table Access Protocol 
(EPN-TAP) interface for the PDS Small Bodies Node (SBN) 
to demonstrate this method.

Why	Small	Bodies	Node?



Map	the	PDS4	metadata	to	the	EPNCore parameters

Large sections of this mapping are easily accomplished, in that the 
correspondence between attributes in both systems. These attributes are 
single-valued and have direct correlation to attributes in PDS4 labels.

Imaging	dictionary:	
duration	_exposure
exposure_	type	
exposure_count

Geometry	dictionary
phase	_angle
incidence_angle
emergence_angle

Search	parameters
in	PDS4

Search	parameters
in	EPN-TAP	interface



Map	the	PDS4	metadata	to	the	EPNCore parameters	(cont)
Some other attributes do not have such a direct correlation.  

For spectral data, there should be sufficient information in the PDS4 
labels to retrieve these values programmatically. 

For image data, this presents more of a challenge, but the human-readable 
wavelength regime can be converted to a nominal wavelength range as the simplest 
solution.

wavelength_range
values:		Gamma	ray,	Ultraviolet,	Visible,	

Infrared,	Microwave…

filter_name
center_filter_wavelength
full_width_half_maximum



Extend	or	adapt	the	EPNCore parameters	for	small	bodies	and	ground-based	data

SBN has over two decades of experience mitigating these problems within the PDS3 catalog system.   

The strategies we applied for instrument_host can be applied here – specifically, defining multiple, unique virtual 
instrument_hosts for each combination of observatory+telescope associated with an observatory or consortium. 

SBN will work with the EuroPlaNet group to extend the existing parameters related to these subjects as they 
develop version 2 of their core parameters.

Map	the	PDS4	metadata	to	the	EPNCore parameters	(cont)
There are some EPNCore attributes, required and optional, that are 
inherently problematic for SBN data.



Address	the	target	identification	issues

Small bodies identifications present several challenges: 

– Names are not unique, sometimes not even within small bodies (e.g., comets and 
asteroids) - and they frequently collide with names of objects of other types, e.g., 
surface features on solar system objects.

Comet names in particular present challenges:
They have sometimes changed, retrospectively, back over generations (not many  would 

recognize “1682 Q1” as the primary unique identifier for comet 1P/Halley). 
When a comet thought defunct is rediscovered and subsequently renamed.
Comets with names like “SOHO”, “LINEAR”, or “McNaught” with dozens to hundreds 

of comets all bearing these names.

– There is  the increasing number of dual-nature objects (sometimes asteroid, 
sometimes comet (e.g.,  95P/1977 UB (Chiron), which is also (2060) Chiron), and recently some 
asteroids and TNOs were converted “Dwarf Planet.” 

As a result, target type is not single-valued for some of the most interesting potential 
search targets, and may not be (correctly) known by a user attempting to search by target 
type.



Address	the	target	identification	issues	(cont.)	

• SBN adopted a target identification policy that requires at least two 
identifiers in every target name string for all non-planet 
identifications.

http://sbndev.astro.umd.edu/wiki/Target_Names

• This approach is not supported by the EPNCore parameters.

• We will develop, at the least, a proof-of-concept  service for the 
SBN repository to be used in conjunction with the VESPA target 
search for small bodies.



Automate	generation	of	EPNCore parameters	not	
explicitly	in	PDS4	labels

Development of the  tools to deal with the parameters that are not easily 
mapped to or derived from label values. 

We plan to develop tools for the parameters that can be generated or retrieved 
programmatically.  For example, 
- a tool that will generate the required wavelength range information for image and 
spectral data, 
- incorporate a SPICE routine into the data gathering process to convert times from 
UTC (the PDS standard) to Julian day number (the EPNCore standard). 

We will make recommendations to improve PDS4 metadata requirements to facilitate 
interoperability with EPN archives in future.  

With the flexibility of the PDS4 dictionary system, which enables SBN to define a 
discipline-specific dictionary and request changes to other, existing discipline 
dictionaries, long-term solutions applicable across PDS nodes can and will be 
developed wherever possible.



Prototype	an	EPN-TAP	interface	to	the	SBN	registry

Extract metadata from the PDS4 registry via its API (Application Program Interface) and load it 
into a MySQL-based relational database for all those parameters that are either 
explicitly in the PDS4 labels or which can be calculated from label values. 

Incorporate	format	translation
FITS format is common in the SBN archives, and there are already VESPA-linked 
services to analyze FITS-formatted data files. 

SBN will work with VESPA to ensure that our labels contain the necessary 
metadata to enable this immediate access.  

We plan to incorporate the PDS4-to-FITS translation tool that is planned to be 
developed by the PDS Engineering Node into the SBN web services for on-the-fly 
translation. 

We will develop a PDS4-to-VOTable translator for fixed-width and CSV (Comma 
Separated Variables) tables. 

We will seek out existing open-source software to do part or all of this task 
before attempting to code it “from scratch” ourselves, 

We already have a Python library for reading PDS4 labels, developed as part 
of the pds4_viewer tool, so the input part of  this is already solved. 



To	develop	a	method	for	interfacing	a	PDS4	registry-based	data	service	to	the	IVOA	
VESPA	project	portal	and	to	deploy	a	prototype	EuroPlaNet-Table	Access	Protocol	
(EPN-TAP)	interface	for	the	PDS	Small	Bodies	Node	(SBN)	to	demonstrate	this	method.
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